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(57) ABSTRACT 

A non-contact inspecting device for a panel, which has a 
plurality of signal inputting sensors, a plurality of signal 
detecting sensors and a control circuit. The signal inputting 
sensors are configured in a first detecting bar, and the signal 
detecting sensors are configured in a second detecting bar. 
When the device inspects the panel, the control circuit 
controls the signal input sensors of the first detecting bar to 
provide a detecting signal and controls the corresponding 
signal detecting sensors of the second detecting bar to 
receive the detecting signal synchronously, thereby rela 
tively reducing tact-time. 
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NON-CONTACT DETECTING DEVICE FOR A 
PANEL 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001) 
0002 The invention relates to a non-contact inspecting 
device for a panel and, more particularly, to a non-contact 
inspecting device Suitable for inspecting gate and Source 
lines of an active matrix substrate, like thin-film transistor 
array (TFT-array) Substrate, or inspecting column lines and 
row lines of a passive matrix Substrate. 
0003 2. Description of Related Art 

1. Field of the Invention 

0004 FIG. 1 shows a schematic diagram of a panel 1 of 
a flat panel display. As shown in FIG. 1, there are a plurality 
of row lines (horizontal lines) 110 and a plurality of column 
lines (vertical lines) 120 on the panel 1. The row lines 110 
are referred to as gate lines; the column lines 120 are 
referred to as source lines. In the manufacturing process for 
the panel 1, the horizontal or column lines 110 or 120 on the 
panel 1 may be open or short-circuited. Accordingly, inspec 
tion is typically applied to the gate and source lines. 
0005 Current inspection for panels of flat panel displays 

is divided essentially into two types: contact and non-contact 
inspection. 

0006 FIG. 2 shows a schematic diagram of a typical 
contact inspection. As shown in FIG. 2, the typical contact 
inspection uses a probe card 21 to inspect a panel 22. The 
probe card 21 is provided with a plurality of probes 2111 
2116 at a constant number. When the row lines 221-223 of 
the panel 21 are inspected, the probes 2111-2116 of the 
probe card 21 are aligned at two sides of the row lines 
221-223 respectively. Namely, the probes 2111 and 2112 are 
aligned at the two sides of the row line 221, the probes 2113 
and 2114 are aligned at the two sides of the row line 222, and 
the probes 2115 and 2116 are aligned at the two sides of the 
row line 223. Next, the probes 2111-2116 of the probe card 
21 are in contact with the row lines 221-223 respectively. 
Next, the probe card 21 provides a potential difference to the 
two sides of the row lines 221-223 respectively and accord 
ingly measures respective resistance of the row lines 221 
223. When one of the row lines such as 222 has a measured 
resistance over a predetermined range for the gate lines, it 
means the row line 222 is possibly open. Alternatively, when 
a row line such as 223 has a measured resistance close to 
Zero, it means the row line 223 is possibly short-circuited. 
0007. However, the cited inspection consumes too much 
time. For example, if the probe card 21 has one side of 384 
probes and a panel to be inspected has a resolution of 
768x1024 (768 row linesx1024xRGB column lines), the 
probes have to align and contact the row lines on the panel, 
and the probe card is removed from the panel after the 
inspection is complete. In addition, because the quantity of 
probes (384) is half the quantity of row lines (768), the probe 
card has to inspect the panel twice in order to complete a row 
line inspection. Namely, the probe card has to perform the 
cited steps (alignment, contact, inspection and removal) 
again to thus complete the row line inspection, which 
consumes too much time. 

0008 Further, the quantity of probes is fixed, but the 
panels can have various resolutions. In this case, various 
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probe cards are used in the panels for inspecting the various 
resolutions, and thus the production cost is increased. For 
example, for the probe card 21 with one side of 384 probes 
cited above, if panels to be inspected possibly have a 
respective resolution of 768x1024 (768 row linesx1024x 
RGB column lines), 1088x612 or 1280x1024, appropriate 
probe cards are prepared to inspect the resolutions of the 
panels. 

0009 FIGS. 3a and 3b show schematic diagrams of a 
conventional non-contact inspecting device 30. As shown in 
FIG. 3a, the conventional non-contact inspecting device 30 
(FIG. 3b) has an inputting sensor 31 and a receiving sensor 
32 to inspect a row line 33 of a panel 3 (FIG. 3b). The 
inputting sensor 31 provides a high Voltage to the row line 
33 so as to produce induced charges in the row line 33. The 
receiving sensor 32 receives the induced charges and 
accordingly determines whether the row line 33 has a defect 
Or not. 

0010 FIG. 3b shows a schematic diagram of the conven 
tional non-contact inspecting device 30 inspecting the panel 
3. As shown in FIG. 3b, two sides of the device 30 are 
configured with the inputting sensor 31 and the receiving 
sensor 32 respectively. The device 30 uses the induced 
charges to inspect the panel 3, and accordingly a gap 
between a probe of the non-contact inspecting device 30 and 
the panel 3 is limited to a very small value, such as 100 mm. 
In addition, the device 30 can detect only one row line or one 
column line at a time. At this point, the device 30 has to 
inspect the panel 3 in a scan manner from top to bottom, for 
example. However, since the gap between the probe of the 
non-contact inspecting device 30 and the panel 3 is very 
Small, in the case of the panel 3 having particles, the device 
30 can easily scrape the panel 3 in movement and Scanning. 
0011. Therefore, it is desirable to provide an improved 
method to mitigate and/or obviate the aforementioned prob 
lems. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0012. An object of the invention is to provide a non 
contact inspecting device for a panel, which can reduce the 
tact-time and effectively increase the panel productivity. 
0013 Another object of the invention is to provide a 
non-contact inspecting device for a panel, which can rela 
tively reduce the cost of inspecting equipment. 
0014 Yet another object of the invention is to provide a 
non-contact inspecting device for a panel, which can reduce 
the panel-Scraping probability occurring in inspection. 
0015. An aspect of this invention is to provide a non 
contact inspecting device for a panel, which is applied to 
inspect the panel with a plurality of conducting lines. The 
conducting lines includes metal and its related alloy, trans 
parent conductive oxide (TCO), or conductive organic poly 
mer. The non-contact inspecting device includes a first 
detecting bar, a second detecting bar and a control circuit. 
The first detecting bar is configured with a plurality of signal 
inputting sensors, and the second detecting bar is configured 
with a plurality of signal detecting sensors, wherein the 
signal inputting sensors and the signal detecting sensors are 
combined to form a plurality of detecting units. The control 
circuit is electrically connected to the signal inputting sen 
sors and the signal detecting sensors respectively. When the 
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non-contact inspecting device inspects the panel, each of the 
detecting units corresponds to a conducting line Such that the 
control circuit controls the detecting unit to inspect the 
conducting line. 
0016. Another aspect of this invention is to provide a 
non-contact inspecting device for a panel, which is applied 
to inspect the panel with a plurality of conducting lines. The 
conducting lines includes metal and its related alloy, trans 
parent conductive oxide (TCO), or conductive organic poly 
mer. The non-contact inspecting device includes a first 
detecting bar, a signal detecting sensor and a control circuit. 
The first detecting bar is configured with a plurality of signal 
inputting sensors. One of the signal inputting sensors and the 
signal detecting sensor form a detecting unit. The control 
circuit is electrically connected to the signal inputting sen 
sors and the signal detecting sensor respectively. When the 
non-contact inspecting device inspects the panel, the detect 
ing unit corresponds to a conducting line Such that the 
control circuit controls the detecting unit to detect the 
conducting line. For a Subsequent conducting line to be 
detected by the detecting unit, the signal detecting sensor is 
mechanically moved to align with another signal input 
sensor relative to the Subsequent conducting line for detec 
tion. 

0017 Another aspect of this invention is to provide a 
non-contact inspecting device for a panel, which is applied 
to inspect the panel with a plurality of conducting lines. The 
conducting lines includes metal and its related alloy, trans 
parent conductive oxide (TCO), or conductive organic poly 
mer. The non-contact inspecting device includes a signal 
inputting sensor, a second detecting bar and a control circuit. 
The second detecting bar is configured with a plurality of 
signal detecting sensors. The signal inputting sensor and one 
or more signal detecting sensors form a detecting unit. The 
control circuit is electrically connected to the signal input 
ting sensor and the signal detecting sensors respectively. 
When the non-contact inspecting device inspects the panel, 
each of the detecting units of the panel corresponds to a 
conducting line Such that the control circuit controls the 
detecting unit to detect the conducting line. For a Subsequent 
conducting line to be detected by the detecting unit, the 
signal inputting sensor is mechanically moved to corre 
sponding one or more signal detecting sensors relative to the 
Subsequent conducting line for detection. 
0018. In addition to controlling the detecting unit to 
detect the conducting line, the control circuit controls one of 
the signal input sensor of the first detecting bar to provide a 
detecting signal and controls the corresponding signal 
detecting sensor of the second detecting bar to detect the 
detecting signal synchronously. In another embodiment, the 
control circuit can control a plurality of detecting units to 
detect the corresponding conducting lines. 
0019. In addition, the control circuit controls one of the 
signal input sensors of the first detecting bar to provide a 
Voltage such that the conducting lines produce induced 
charges and control one of the signal detecting sensors of the 
second detecting bar to detect the conducting lines by 
receiving the induced charges. 
0020. The control circuit sequentially controls the detect 
ing units to detect the conducting lines, which achieves the 
inspection of the conducting lines in an electronic scanning 
manner, thereby speeding the tact-time and avoiding a panel 
Scrape. 
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0021. The detecting unit includes one signal inputting 
sensor and one signal detecting sensor, or one signal input 
ting sensor and a plurality of signal detecting sensors. 
0022. The panel to be inspected is a raw thin-film tran 
sistor array (TFT-array) substrate or passive matrix sub 
strate, or a sliced TFT-array substrate or passive matrix 
substrate. 

0023. Other objects, advantages, and novel features of the 
invention will become more apparent from the following 
detailed description when taken in conjunction with the 
accompanying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0024 FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a typical panel of 
a flat panel display; 
0025 FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a typical contact 
inspection; 
0026 FIG. 3a is a schematic diagram of a typical non 
contact inspection; 
0027 FIG. 3b is a schematic diagram of using a typical 
non-contact inspecting device to inspect a panel; 
0028 FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a non-contact inspect 
ing device for a panel according to an embodiment of the 
invention; 
0029 FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of using a non 
contact inspecting device to inspect the panel according to 
an embodiment of the invention; 
0030 FIGS. 6a and 6b are schematic diagrams of a 
second embodiment of the invention; 
0031 FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of a third embodi 
ment of the invention; and 
0032 FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of a fourth embodi 
ment of the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

0033. A non-contact inspecting device for a panel is 
provided, which configures a plurality of signal inputting 
sensors in a first detecting bar and a plurality of signal 
detecting sensors in a second detecting bar. Accordingly, the 
conducting lines on the panel can be inspected directly 
through the first and the second detecting bars in Such a way 
that each signal inputting sensor of the first detecting bar is 
aligned to one end of a respective conducting line to be 
detected and each signal detecting sensor of the second 
detecting bar is also aligned to the other end of the respective 
conducting line to be detected. Thus, when the non-contact 
inspecting device inspects the panel, the inspection can be 
quickly completed by electronically controlling the signal 
inputting sensors to provide a detecting signal and also 
controlling the signal detecting sensors of the second detect 
ing bar to receive the detecting signal synchronously, 
thereby relatively reducing the tact-time. 
0034) Please refer to FIG. 4 and FIG. 5, which depict the 
first preferred embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 4 
is a block diagram of a non-contact inspecting device. FIG. 
5 is a schematic diagram of using the non-contact inspecting 
device of FIG. 4 to inspect the panel 40. In FIG. 4, the 
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non-contact inspecting device includes a control circuit 41, 
a plurality of signal inputting sensors 421, 422, 423 and a 
plurality of signal inspecting sensors 431, 432, 433. 

0035. The control circuit 41 is electrically connected to 
the signal inputting sensors 421, 422, 423 and the signal 
inspecting sensors 431, 432, 433, respectively. 

0036). In FIG. 5, an example of inspecting row lines 401, 
402, 403 of the panel 40 is given. As shown in FIGS. 4 and 
5, the signal inputting sensors 421, 422,423 are configured 
in a first detecting bar 42, and the signal detecting sensors 
431, 432, 433 are configured in a second detecting bar 43. 
In this embodiment, the panel 40 can be a raw TFT-array 
substrate. However, in other embodiments, the panel 40 can 
be a sliced TFT-array substrate. 
0037. In addition, each signal inputting sensor 421, 422, 
423 can be aligned to one end of each conducting line 401, 
402, 403 of the panel 40, and each signal detecting sensor 
431, 432, 433 can be aligned to the other end of each 
conducting line 401, 402, 403 of the panel 40. The signal 
inputting sensor 421 and the signal detecting sensor 431 
form a detecting unit Such that a detecting signal provided by 
the signal inputting sensor 421 can be received by the signal 
detecting sensor 431. Similarly, the signal inputting sensor 
422 and the signal detecting sensor 432 form a detecting 
unit, and the signal inputting sensor 423 and the signal 
detecting sensor 433 form a detecting unit. Thus, the signal 
inputting sensors 421-423 of the first detecting bar 42 and 
the signal detecting sensors 431-433 of the second detecting 
bar 43 form the detecting units. 

0038. In detection, the control circuit 41 can control a 
detecting unit at one time in order to detect a conducting line 
401, 402 or 403 relative to the detecting unit on the panel 40. 
For example, the control circuit 41 controls the signal 
inputting sensor 421 to provide a Voltage to the conducting 
line 401 for producing induced charges, and thus the signal 
detecting sensor 431, which belongs to a detecting unit the 
same as the signal inputting sensor 421, can receive the 
induced charges to accordingly determine if the conducting 
line 401 is open or short-circuited. 
0.039 Next, the control circuit 41 controls the signal 
inputting sensor 422 to provide a detecting signal so that the 
signal detecting sensor 432 can detect induced charges 
produced by the conducting line 402. As cited, the control 
circuit 41 can control the signal inputting sensors 421, 422, 
423 sequentially to provide the detecting signal and control 
the respective signal detecting sensors 431, 432, 433 to 
receive the detecting signal synchronously. Thus, inspecting 
the conducting lines 401-403 on the panel 40 in an electronic 
scanning manner is achieved to relatively reduce the tact 
time and the probability of scraping the panel 40. 

0040. The panel 40 can be sliced up into a plurality of 
small substrates. The first detecting bar 42 and the second 
detecting bar 43 of the non-contact inspecting device can 
inspect the Small Substrates on one side each time. Accord 
ingly, after each inspection is complete, the first detecting 
bar 42 and the second detecting bar 43 are moved to other 
non-inspected Small Substrates. In this embodiment, the 
amount of moving the bars 42, 43 for the detection is only 
twice, so as to effectively increase the productivity. In 
addition, the positions of the sensors 421-423 and 431-433 
can be changed to fit in with different-resolution substrates 
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without preparing different non-contact inspecting devices, 
thereby saving the cost of providing panel inspecting equip 
ment. 

0041. In other embodiments, in order to accelerate the 
tact-time, the control circuit 410 can control multiple detect 
ing units to inspect corresponding ones of the conducting 
lines 401–403 at one time. For example, the control circuit 
410 can first control the odd signal inputting sensors 421, 
423 to provide a Voltage to the respective conducting lines 
401, 403 thereby producing induced charges, and controlling 
the respective signal detecting sensors 431, 433 to receive 
the induced charges synchronously for inspecting the con 
ducting lines 401, 403, and then control the even signal 
inputting and detecting sensors 422, 432 for detecting the 
even conducting line 402, thereby relatively reducing the 
tact-time. 

0042 FIGS. 6a and 6b are schematic diagrams of a 
second embodiment of the invention. In FIG. 6a, a first 
detecting bar 62 includes a plurality of signal inputting 
sensors 621, and a second detecting bar 63 includes plurali 
ties of signal detecting sensors 6311, 6312, 6313. In this 
embodiment, a signal inputting sensor 621 and a plurality of 
signal detecting sensors 6311, 6312, 6313 form a detecting 
unit. 

0043. Accordingly, when the signal inputting sensor 621 
provides a Voltage to a conducting line 601 on a panel 60. 
the conducting line 601 produces induced charges, and the 
signal detecting sensors 6311-6313 receives the induced 
charges. Thus, the accuracy of the inspection result is 
increased, and the intensity of the received signal is effec 
tively increased by filtering out noise. 

0044 As shown in FIG. 6b, a difference is given by 
comparing the use of three signal detecting sensors with one. 
The notation Al indicates a waveform of a signal received by 
one signal detecting sensor, and the notation A2 indicates a 
waveform of the signal received by multi-signal detecting 
sensors. A waveform of a signal can be added by using 
multiple signal detecting sensors to concurrently receive the 
signal, which can increase the accuracy in a panel inspec 
tion. The high pass filter and low pass filter can be applied 
in signal process to reduce noise and enhance detecting 
intensity. 

0045 FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of a third embodi 
ment of the invention. In this embodiment, a first detecting 
bar 72 and a signal detecting sensor 731 are used to detect 
a panel 70. The first detecting bar 72 includes a plurality of 
signal inputting sensors 721, 722. Accordingly, the control 
circuit can control the signal inputting sensors 721, 722 on 
one end of conducting lines sequentially to provide a detect 
ing signal and control the signal detecting sensor 731 to 
mechanically move to the other end of the respective con 
ducting lines for receiving the detecting signal. 

0046 FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of a fourth embodi 
ment of the invention. In this embodiment, a signal inputting 
sensor 821 and a second detecting bar 83 are used to inspect 
a panel 80. The second detecting bar 83 includes a plurality 
of signal detecting sensors 831, 832. Accordingly, the con 
trol circuit can control the signal inputting sensor 821 to 
mechanically move for providing a detecting signal at the 
different positions and control the signal detecting sensors 
831 and 832 sequentially to receive the detecting signal. 
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0047 As cited, the invention uses the signal inputting 
sensors to form the first detecting bar and the signal detect 
ing sensors to form the second detecting bar, Such that the 
two detecting bars are used to inspect the panel directly. In 
addition, the control circuit can control the signal inputting 
sensors of the first detecting bar sequentially to provide a 
detecting signal and control the corresponding signal detect 
ing sensors of the second detecting bar to receive the 
detecting signal synchronously. Thus, the panel is electroni 
cally scanned, the tact-time is reduced, and the panel pro 
ductivity is effectively increased. 
0.048 Although the present invention has been explained 
in relation to its preferred embodiment, it is to be understood 
that many other possible modifications and variations can be 
made without departing from the spirit and scope of the 
invention as hereinafter claimed. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A non-contact inspecting device for a panel applied to 

inspect the panel with a plurality of conducting lines, 
wherein the conducting lines comprises metal and its related 
alloy, transparent conductive oxide (TCO), or conductive 
organic polymer, the non-contact inspecting device com 
prising: 

a first detecting bar, configured with a plurality of signal 
inputting sensors; 

a second detecting bar, configured with a plurality of 
signal detecting sensors, wherein the signal inputting 
sensors and the signal detecting sensors are combined 
to form a plurality of detecting units; and 

a control circuit, electrically connected to the signal 
inputting sensors and the signal detecting sensors 
respectively, 

wherein each of the detecting units corresponds to a 
conducting line of the panel Such that the control circuit 
controls the detecting unit to detect the conducting line. 

2. The non-contact inspecting device as claimed in claim 
1, wherein the control circuit controls one signal inputting 
sensor of at least one of the detecting units to provide a 
detecting signal, and the control circuit controls one signal 
detecting sensor of at least one of the detecting units to 
detect the detecting signal Synchronously. 

3. The non-contact inspecting device as claimed in claim 
1, wherein the control circuit controls one signal inputting 
sensor of at least one of the detecting units to provide a 
Voltage such that the conducting line produces induced 
charges, and the control circuit controls one signal detecting 
sensor of at least one of the detecting units to detect the 
conducting line by receiving the induced charges. 

4. The non-contact inspecting device as claimed in claim 
1, wherein the control circuit controls the detecting units to 
detect the conducting lines sequentially. 

5. The non-contact inspecting device as claimed in claim 
1, wherein each of the detecting units comprises one signal 
inputting sensor and one signal detecting sensor. 

6. The non-contact inspecting device as claimed in claim 
1, wherein each of the detecting units comprises one signal 
inputting sensor and a plurality of signal detecting sensors. 

7. The non-contact inspecting device as claimed in claim 
1, wherein the panel is a raw thin-film transistor array 
Substrate or passive matrix Substrate. 
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8. The non-contact inspecting device as claimed in claim 
1, wherein the panel is a sliced thin-film transistor array 
Substrate or passive matrix Substrate. 

9. A non-contact inspecting device for a panel applied to 
inspect the panel with a plurality of conducting lines, 
wherein the conducting lines comprises metal and its related 
alloy, transparent conductive oxide (TCO), or conductive 
organic polymer, the non-contact inspecting device com 
prising: 

a first detecting bar, configured with a plurality of signal 
inputting sensors; 

a signal detecting sensor, combining one of the signal 
inputting sensors into a detecting unit; and 

a control circuit, electrically connected to the signal 
inputting sensors and the signal detecting sensor 
respectively, 

wherein the detecting unit corresponds to a conducting 
line such that the control circuit controls the detecting 
unit to detect the conducting line of the panel, and for 
a Subsequent conducting line of the panel to be detected 
by the detecting unit, the signal detecting sensor is 
moved to align and detect the Subsequent conducting 
line. 

10. The non-contact inspecting device as claimed in claim 
9, wherein the control circuit controls one signal inputting 
sensor of the detecting unit to provide a detecting signal, and 
the control circuit controls the signal detecting sensor of the 
detecting unit to detect the detecting signal synchronously. 

11. The non-contact inspecting device as claimed in claim 
9, wherein the control circuit controls one signal inputting 
sensor of the detecting unit to provide a Voltage such that the 
conducting line produces induced charges, and the control 
circuit controls the signal detecting sensor of the detecting 
unit to detect the conducting line by receiving the induced 
charges. 

12. The non-contact inspecting device as claimed in claim 
9, wherein the control circuit sequentially controls the signal 
inputting sensors to respectively provide a plurality of 
detecting signals, and the control circuit controls the signal 
detecting sensor to correspondingly move for detecting the 
detecting signals synchronously. 

13. A non-contact inspecting device for a panel applied to 
detect the panel with a plurality of conducting lines, the 
non-contact detecting device comprising: 

a signal inputting sensor, 
a second detecting bar, configured with a plurality of 

signal detecting sensors, the signal inputting sensor and 
one or more signal detecting sensors forming a detect 
ing unit; and 

a control circuit, electrically connected to the signal 
inputting sensor and the signal detecting sensors 
respectively, 

wherein the detecting unit corresponds to a conducting 
line such that the control circuit controls the detecting 
unit to detect the conducting line of the panel, and for 
a Subsequent conducting line of the panel to be detected 
by the detecting unit, the signal inputting sensor is 
moved to cooperate with one or more signal detecting 
sensors for aligning and detecting the Subsequent con 
ducting line. 
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14. The non-contact inspecting device as claimed in claim 
13, wherein the control circuit controls the signal inputting 
sensor of the detecting unit to provide a detecting signal, and 
the control circuit controls at least one of the signal detecting 
sensors of the detecting unit to detect the detecting signal 
synchronously. 

15. The non-contact inspecting device as claimed in claim 
13, wherein the control circuit controls the signal inputting 
sensor of the detecting unit to provide a Voltage Such that the 
conducting line produces induced charges, and the control 
circuit controls at least one of the signal detecting sensors of 
the detecting unit to detect the conducting line by receiving 
the induced charges. 

16. The non-contact inspecting device as claimed in claim 
13, wherein the control circuit sequentially moves the signal 
inputting sensor to align the conducting lines and provide a 
detecting signal, and the control circuit controls at least one 
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of the signal detecting sensors to sequentially detect the 
detecting signal synchronously. 

17. The non-contact inspecting device as claimed in claim 
13, wherein the detecting unit comprises one signal input 
ting sensor and one signal detecting sensor. 

18. The non-contact inspecting device as claimed in claim 
13, wherein the detecting unit comprises one signal input 
ting sensor and a plurality of the signal detecting sensors. 

19. The non-contact inspecting device as claimed in claim 
13, wherein the panel is a raw thin-film transistor array 
Substrate or passive matrix Substrate. 

20. The non-contact inspecting device as claimed in claim 
13, wherein the panel is a sliced thin-film transistor array 
Substrate or passive matrix Substrate. 


